LP760A LP Percussion Table
Assembly Instructions
Congratulations on your purchase of the LP Percussion Table. Products bearing the LP name are known the world over as the highest
quality professional equipment and the LP Percussion Table is another example of LP's commitment to excellence and innovation.
To assemble your LP Percussion Table, please remove all shrink wrap from parts and follow the instructions listed below.
COMPONENTS:
(6) 3/8" Mounting Rods & (3) Triangle Hooks
(1) Carry Bag
(2) Rubber Caps
(2) Large Wing Screws and Washers
(2) Small Wing Screws and Washers
(2) Triangle Bases

(2)
(2)
(2)
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Cross Bars
Upright Bars
Height Extension Bars
Leg Brace
Table Top
Hex Wrench

ASSEMBLY:
1. Locate the 2 triangle bases & their corresponding height extension bars. Insert the height extension bars into the base.
2. Place the table top onto the exposed section of the extension bars and tighten the top wing screws.
3. Locate the long leg brace and attach it to the bottom of the triangle base with the small wing screws.
Note the leg brace should be positioned along the same side as the protruding upright bar tabs located on the table top.
(This marks the back of the LP Percussion Table.)
4. Using a large wing screw and attach an upright bar (with attached welded nut) to the table top tab that does not
have a welded nut.
5. Then use the other large wing screw and attach the other upright bar (with no attached welded nut)
to the table top tab that has the welded nut.
6 Attach a cross bar to the upright bars by sliding it downward through the clamps (about halfway down).
Tighten the adjustment screws at the desired height.
7. Attach the second cross bar as above (but keep it towards the top of the upright bars).
8. Place the end caps onto the tops of both upright bars.
9. Attach the 3/8" mounting rods into any of the holes along the cross bars or along the table top.
10. Mount your instruments onto the mounting rods, or place them on the table top.
Use the enclosed bag to carry your partially unassembled percussion table from one location to another. For extra table top space,
attach optional extension wings to both sides of the table, or add wheels to each triangle base for easy moving.
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ADDITIONAL ACCESSORIES FOR THE LP PERCUSSION TABLE:
LP762A
LP763A
LP764
LP765
LP766

LP Percussion Table Extension Wing, 12" x 19" (two shown in diagram)
LP Replacement Percussion Table Bag
LP Replacement Percussion Table Caster Set and Adapters
LP Replacement Percussion Table Mounting Rods with Wing Screws, Set of (6)
LP Replacement Percussion Table Triangle Hooks, Set of (6)

If you have any questions or comments, please call 888-LPMUISIC
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